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Abstract: Due to the increasing interest on renewable sources in recent times, the studies on integration of
distributed generation to the power grid have rapidly increased. In order to minimize line losses of power
systems, it is crucially important to define the location of local generation to be placed. Proper location of DGs
in power systems is important for obtaining their maximum potential benefits. This paper presents analytical
and BIBC approaches to determine the optimal location to place a DG on radial systems to minimize the power
loss of the system. The results are presented to verify the proposed analytical and BIBC matrix method
approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, due to the increasing interest on renewable sources such as hydro, wind, solar,
geothermal, biomass and ocean energy etc., the number of studies on integration of distributed
resources to the grid have rapidly increased. Distributed generation (DG), which consists of
distributed resources, can be defined as electric power generation within distribution networks or on
the customer side of the network [1].Distributed generation (DG) devices can be strategically placed
in a power system for grid reinforcement, reducing power losses and on-peak operating costs,
improving voltage profiles and load factors, deferring or eliminating for system upgrades, and
improving system integrity, reliability, and efficiency [3]. These DG sources are normally placed
close to consumption centers and are added mostly at the distribution level. They are relatively small
in size (relative to the power capacity of the system in which they are placed) and modular in
structure. A common strategy to find the site of DG is to minimize the power loss of the system [5].
There are methods of loss reduction techniques used like feeder reconfiguration, capacitor placement,
high voltage distribution system, conductor grading, and DG unit placement. All these methods
except DG unit placement are involved with passive element. Both DG units and capacitors reduce
power loss and improve voltage regulation; but with DGs, loss reduction is almost double that of
Capacitors [4]. A simple method for placing DG is to apply rules that are often used in deciding
location of shunt capacitors in distribution systems. A.2/3 rule. is presented in [6] to place DG on a
radial feeder with uniformly distributed load, where it is suggested to install DG of approximately 2/3
capacity of the incoming generation at approximately 2/3 of the length of line from the sending end.
This rule is simple and easy to use, but it cannot be applied directly to a feeder with other types of
load distribution, or to a networked system. Celli and Pilo propose a method to establish an optimal
distributed generation allocation on distribution network based on a Genetic Algorithm considering all
the technical constraints, like feeder capacity limits, feeder voltage profile and three-phase short
circuit current in the network nodes [7]. Griffin and Tomsovic present an algorithm to determine the
near optimal, with respect to system losses, placement of these units on the power grid. Further, the
impacts of dispersed generation at the distribution level are performed with an emphasis on resistive
losses, and capacity savings[8]. This paper presents analytical approaches for optimal placement of
DG with unity power factor in power systems using loss reduction criterion. First, placement of DG
on a radial feeder is analyzed and the theoretical optimal site (bus location) for adding DG is obtained
for different types of loads such as uniformly, centrally and increasingly distributed loads with DG
sources. The proposed method is tested by a series of simulations on subset of it, to show the
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effectiveness of the proposed methods in determining the optimal bus for placing DG. In practice,
there are more constraints on the availability of DG sources, and we may only have one or a few DGs
with limited output available to add. Therefore, in this study the DG size is not considered to be
optimized. The procedure to determine the optimal bus for placing DG may also need to take into
account other factors, such as economic and geographic considerations.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMAL PLACEMENT OF DG ON A RADIAL FEEDER
To simplify the analysis, only overhead lines with uniformly distributed parameters are considered,
i.e., R and L per unit length are the same along the feeder while C and G per unit length are neglected.
The loads along the feeder are assumed to be time-invariantA.
Theoretical Analysis
(i). A Radial feeder without DG
First consider a radial feeder without DG. The loads are distributed along the radial feeder with the
phasor load current density as shown in Fig.1.Hence, the phasor current flowing through the feeder at
point x (the distance x being measured from the receiving end) is

ii.)A Radial feeder with addition of DG at location x

0

Consider a DG is added into the feeder at the location x, as injected current source as shown in
Fig.1.The feeder current between the source (atx=1) and the location of DG (atx=xo)will also change
as result of injected current source
The feeder current after adding DG can be written as follows:
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(iii).Procedure to find the optimal placement of DG on a Radial Feeder The go a list of add DG at
location to minimize the power loss in the feeder .Differentiating the equation(5) with respect to
and setting the result to zero ,i.e.,

The solution of the above equation will give the optimal site for minimizing the powerloss.

3. ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR OPTIMAL PLACEMENT OF DG UNIT ON A RADIAL FEEDER
WITH SOME TYPICAL LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS
We will illustrate the procedure to find the optimal placement of DG on radial feeder with the
following three different load distributions:(a)uniformly distributed loads, (b) Centrally distributed
loads and (c)Increasingly distributed loads. ThesetypesofloadprofilesareshownintheFig.2
throughFig.4
(a)Uniformly distributed loads:
For uniformly distributed load profile, the phasor load current density is constant and can be
used to calculate the total powerloss in feeder as per equation (3).It can be shown that the total
powerloss along the feeder without DG is
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(b).Centrally distributed loads:
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4. ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table I shows the results of analysis, using the foregoing procedure, to find the optimal location for
placing DG on a radial feeder with three different load distributions; uniformly distributed load,
centrally distributed load and increasingly distributed load and the results shown in Table I, it is
assume that the DG supplies all the loads on the feeder in each case, and the distribution system
supplies the system power losses significantly when it is located properly.
Several simulation studies with different load distributions were carried out to verify the results
obtained analytically for radial systems. A radial feeder with a DG was simulated under uniformly
distributed, centrally distributed and increasingly distributed loads. The simulated system for
uniformly distributed loads is shown in Fig. 5 .The system architecture is the same when the loads are
centrally distributed or increasingly distributed .The line parameters ,DG and load sizes are listed in
Table II.
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For each type of load configuration, the rating of DG is chosen to be equal to the load on the feeder .
The total system power loss is calculated by adding DG at each bus location one-by-one: (i).the
proposed analytical method and (ii)BIBC approach. The simulations studies were carried out using
SIMULINK tool box in MATLAB.
The figures5.A, 6.A, 7.A ,8.A ,9.A,10.A,11.A,12.A and 13.A , 5.B, 6.B, 7.B, 8.B, 9.B, 10.B, 11.B,
12.B and 13.B show the analytical results for the total system power loss of the radial feeder with
three different load distributions (uniformly, centrally and increasingly distributed loads) and different
sizes of DG are located at each bus locations. The results obtained using simulation studies are shown
in figures 6.B, 7.B and 8.B.The figures shows the results of power losses after adding
DG on a radial feeder having different types of concentrated loads like uniformly, centrally and
increasingly distributed loads respectively. The magnitude of power losses decreases to minimum
value and again increases with the location of DG source from sending end bus to receiving end bus
on feeder. In uniformly distributed radial feeder, 3.5 MW size of DG gives minimum amount of loss
at bus no.8 and loss as optimal loss. It is concluding that the bus no.8 is called optimal location or
place of DG and 3.50 MW DG is the optimal size. From these figures, it is noted that (i). The values
of the system power losses obtained by all these methods are nearly equal. (ii).The system power
losses are dependent upon the location of DG.(iii).The optimal location of DG is obtained by selecting
a bus at which the system power loss is minimum.(iv). At optimal location of DG, the system power
losses are reduced significantly. (v).The optimal location of DG obtained in each method is in
agreement with the other methods. In Table II, the optimal bus for placing DG to minimize the total
system power loss is given for each load distribution. The total system power losses are given both
with and without DG. It is noted that the simulation results agree well with the theoretical results.

Fig A. 11bus uniform radial feeder system
Table2. Parameters of the System in Fig5
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Fig:5A 11bus BIBC uniform distribution load

Fig:6A 11bus BIBC centrally increasing load

Fig:5B 11bus analytical result uniform load
Fig:7A 11bus BIBC uniform increasing load

Fig:6B 11 bus analytical results of centrally
increasing load

Fig:7B 11 bus analytical uniform increasing load
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Fig:8A 30bus BIBC uniform distribution loads
Fig:9A 30bus BIBC centrally increasing load

Fig:10A 30bus BIBC uniform increasing load

Fig:9B 30 analytical result centrally increasing load

Fig:8B 30 analytical result uniform load

Fig:10B 30 analytical result increasing distributed
load
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Fig:11A 33 bus BIBC uniform distributed load
Fig:12A 33 bus BIBC centrally increasing distributed
loads

Fig:13A 33 bus BIBC increasing distributed loads

Fig:12B 33 analytical result centrally increasing load

Fig:11B 33 analytical result uniform distributed load

Fig:13B 33 analytical result increasing distributed
load

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents analytical approaches to determine the optimal location for placing DG on a radial
feeder to minimize power losses. The proposed approaches are not iterative algorithms, like power
flow programs. Therefore, there is no convergence problems involved, and results could be obtained
very quickly. A series of simulation studies have been conducted to verify the validity of the proposed
approaches, and results show that the proposed methods work well.
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In practice, there are other constraints which may affect the DG placement. Nevertheless,
methodologies presented in this paper can be effective, instructive, and helpful to system designers in
selecting proper sites to place DGs. system designers in selecting proper sites to place DGs.
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